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Course Learning Objectives and Toolkit
Problem Statement
Secondary transformers deliver electric power to homes and businesses. You have probably
seen one on a pole or pad in your own neighborhood. Utilities monitor energy loads on these
transformers because exceeding designed capacity can cause them to fail, resulting in loss of
service or liability from explosion. Although secondary transformers are not instrumented, their
energy loads can be computed using AF analytics to sum up readings taken from meters placed
at each service delivery point they supply. This summing up, or rollup, analysis has been
completed for the sixty transformers we will be analyzing in this lab.
Since transformer load monitoring is important, our objective will be to develop a simple
statistical model for predicting the power load on each of the sixty transformers operating on
one circuit of our power distribution network. The predictive model will be operationalized to
forecast network loading to anticipate loading problems before they occur. The model will be
developed from utility metering and weather forecast data stored in the PI archive and
contextualized in PI Asset Framework (AF).

Learning Objectives
AF Analytics offers distinctive advantages when preparing time-series data for advanced
analytics. It can play an essential role in testing, evaluating and operationalizing developed
models. In addition, the openness of the PI System supports several different data access
methods, meeting the needs of data engineers or scientists.
In this lab, we’ll complete three exercises demonstrating how AF Analytics can serve as an
advanced analytics workbench. For comparison, we will employ different data access methods,
PI Integrator for Business Analytics and PI SQL Client. (Exercises are replicated in the
Appendix using PI OLEDB Enterprise and the PI Web API.) Predictive models using PI Data
will be developed in Python, a readily available open source application that is widely used for
statistical modelling and analysis.
The lab consists of three exercises. The same statistical model is developed in each
exercise, however different features of the PI Infrastructure are used in each case.
•

•

Exercise 1 - Develop Predictive Model for a Single Transformer
o

Data preparation - PI Integrator for Business Analytics (BA).

o

Model testing - AF Analytics “Preview Results” – No PI Tags required

o

Model evaluation – Microsoft Power BI

Exercise 2 - Develop Predictive Model for Multiple Transformers
o

Data preparation - PI SQL Client

o Model testing – AF Analytics Backfill – PI Tags
required o Model evaluation - PI Vision Collections
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•

Exercise 3 - Operationalize Forecast Model for Multiple Transformers
o

Operationalization – AF Analytics, PI Future Data and PI Vision

Additional data access methods and learning resources are described in the
appendix.
•

Appendix A - Example 2 using PI OLEDB Enterprise

•

Appendix B - Example 2 using PI Web API

•

Appendix C – Learning Resources

Supporting PI Infrastructure
The distribution network for the Avenada Central substation in the city of Alajuela, Costa Rica
is represented in the PI AF hierarchy below. The AF model provides required context, data
preparation, and operationalization support for statistical modelling projects. We will be
focusing on the three-phase (X, Y, Z) Colegio Cientrifico circuit which has sixty pole
transformers.
Our modelling effort requires data from the pole transformer (PT_*) level of the AF hierarchy,
e.g. PY_XYZ20343. Meter data (MTR_*) has been loaded into the PI Server for the threemonth period, 6/1/17 to 8/31/17. An AF Rollup analytic was used to compute pole transformer
power loads by summing the attribute Wh Delivered Load, for the meters connected to it.
Additional AF attributes have been configured as relevant modelling features. These provide
historical values for the Wh Delivered Load at exactly 7 and 14 days prior to the current time
(Wh Delivered Load – 7d and Wh Delivered Load – 14d, respectively).
Weather conditions in Alajuela are also available in the AF Model and will be used in our
analysis. For this lab, we will be assuming today is 8/31/17. The PI System contains historical
weather data for ambient temperature, relative humidity and wind speed from 6/1/17 to 8/31/17,
as well as, hourly weather forecast for the upcoming month of September 2017. These values
have been stored in PI Future data tags.
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Software Toolkit
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

PI Server 2018 (with the optional RTQP Engine installed to support PI SQL Client)
PI Integrator for Business Analytics
PI SQL Client 2018
PI OLEDB Enterprise 2017 R2
PI Web API
PI Vision
Python and required package within Jupyter Notebook
Microsoft Power BI
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Exercise 1 - Develop Predictive Model for a
Single Transformer
Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•
•

Export transformer load and weather data into a text file using the PI Integrator
for Business Analytics
Examine the transformer dataset to gain a better understanding of loading
characteristics
Develop load prediction model for a single transformer using Python, in Jupyter
Notebooks
Test the model using AF Analytics “Results Preview” – No PI tags required.
Assess model results in MS Power BI

Create an Asset View – PI Integrator for BA
From the Windows taskbar, open AF Explorer and review the “Distribution Network”
database. We will be using the PI Integrator for BA to create an asset view publication
based on this asset model. The publication target will be a text file posted in the
subdirectory, C:\Users\student01\Python Lab (this is the “Exploring AF for Advanced
Analytics” folder shortcut on the desktop). This text file will provide data for creating the
predictive model in Python.
a. Open the PI Integrator for Business Analytics from the desktop shortcut.
b. Click Create Asset View on the top menu, name your view My Pole Transformer
Loads and click Create View.

c.

On the Select Data page, select the Distribution Network database. Expand the AF
Hierarchy to the circuit level and select element Colegio Científico. Drag and drop this
element into the Search Shape area in the middle of the screen under Asset Shape.
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d. Expand the hierarchy to expose the phase level and select element X Phase. Drag and
drop this element into the Search Shape area under the Colegio Científico element.

e. Expand the hierarchy to expose the transformer level, select element PT_XYZ0343.
Drag and drop the element into the Search Shape area under the X Phase element.

f.

Use the sort button next to the Attributes filter to group the transformer attributes list by
category.

g. Click the Asset Specifications category and select the attributes shown below. Drag
and drop the group into the Search Shape area under the element PT_XYZ0343.
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h. Click the Derived Measurements category and select the attributes shown below. Drag
and drop the group into the Search Shape area under the element PT_XYZ0343.

i.

Click the Weather Conditions category and select the attributes shown below. Drag
and drop the group into the Search Shape area under the element PT_XYZ0343.

j.

The steps above define an Asset Shape for a Single Phase Transformer element
along with its selected attributes.

Tip
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At this point, only one element is returned in the Match area because
only one transformer element, PT_XYZ0343, has been specified. We
need to leverage our AF Model to obtain data for all the assets we
want to include in our analysis.
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k. Click the edit pencil next to element PT_XYZ0343 and modify the shape filter. Uncheck
the Asset Name and check Asset Template. Select the Single Phase Transformer
template to include all transformers under the X Phase of the circuit. The Matches area
should show a list of 16 elements.

l.

Click the edit pencil next to the element X Phase and modify the shape filter to include
all phases derived from the Phase template. (Remember to uncheck the Asset Name.)

m. With the shape selected and filters set, you should see all sixty transformers listed int he
Matches area.

n. Click the Next button in the upper right corner to proceed to the Modify View page.
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o. The Modify View page shows a preview of the first 100 rows from the first 10 matches
of the asset shape. Set the time range, 6/15/17 to 8/31/17, to match the available PI
data for the lab. (Since the Wh Delivered -14d attribute returns values from two weeks
ago, we must start the request on 6/15/17 instead of 6/1/17.) Click Apply.

p. Click Edit Value Mode at the left side of the top menu.

Leave the Sampled Values setting defaulted to return interpolated values. However, use
the drop-down menu to select hours instead of minutes samples for each row. Click
Save Changes.

q. Click Add Column to add several time columns to the asset view.

Select the Time Column tab and add the columns shown below (the TimeStamp column
is always included by default). Click Display 4 time columns.
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r.

Click Add Column again, this time to illustrate a point.

Select the Data Column tab. Select the Wh Delivered Load attribute and change the
Column Name to Wh Delivered Load Offset. Click Add Column.
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s. Select the newly added Wh Delivered Load Offset column in the table, set its Column
Offset to be minus 2 hours and click Apply Changes.

Tip

t.

The PI Integrator for BA will return null values for requested values
falling outside the shape’s time range. Fortunately, we have
configured AF attributes to return Wh Delivered Load values for 7 and
14 days ago.

Select the Wh Delivered Load Offset column in the table again. Click Remove
Column, in its Column Details, we’re not going to need this.

u. Click Next to proceed to the Publish page.
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v. Select Python Lab Folder as the Target Configuration and click Publish, then Confirm
to publish the data as a text file.

The file name will be the name of the asset view, My Pole Transformer Loads, and it will be
in the subdirectory, C:\Users\student01\Python Lab (this is the “Exploring AF for Advanced
Analytics” folder shortcut on the desktop). This target was configured using the
Administration pages of the PI Integrator for BA.

Visual Assessment of Transformer Data
From the desktop, open the Power BI report called “Example 1 Data Analysis”. The Pole
Transformer Loads text file has been imported into this report to allow visual inspection of
all sixty transformer load profiles. The profiles are presented for the 24 hours of the day and
broken down by the days of the week. Look at transformers, 342, 358, and 416, to observe
some of the differences than can exist. Obviously, we will eventually need to build separate
models for each transformer.
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Python Development Environment
There are many open-source packages that support Python programming. In this lab, we’ll use
the analysis environment contained in the Anaconda distribution of Python. Also included in this
distribution is Jupyter Notebooks. We will be using Jupyter Notebooks as our Integrated
Development Environment (IDE) for the Python work. It is a browser-based environment which
makes it easy to manage program development. This lab contains the following key
components:
•

•

•

Anaconda 5.1 distribution of Python 3.6
o The Anaconda distribution of Python contains hundreds of commonly used
packages to support python application development and data science
o Jupyter: An interactive notebook useful for annotating python code with
graphics, documentation, or tutorial instructions
Python packages utilized in this lab - included in Anaconda 5.1
o Numpy: Highly optimized numerical library useful for linear algebra
o Pandas: Data management library for DataFrames, similar to R DataFrames
o Matplotlib: Visualization library that feels similar to Matlab based plotting
o Seaborn: Visualization library with a focus on statistics
o Scikit-Learn: Machine Learning library
o json, requests, urllib.parse, requests_kerberos: Support access to PI Web API
Python packages utilized in this lab – not included in anaconda 5.1
o adodbapi: toolkit for interacting with MS SQL and PI via the PI SQL Client and PI
OLEDB

Jupyter Notebooks
Launch Jupyter Notebook by clicking once on the
icon in the Windows taskbar. You will
see a command window appear - keep this open (minimized) throughout the lab. Eventually,
Internet Explorer will open exposing a list of files in Jupyter’s root directory. Click the link to the
Python Lab folder.
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The Python Lab folder contains the Python scripts files used the lab examples. We will be
returning to it several times. Keeping the browser open will save time in accessing them during
the session.

For this lab, you will simply need to know how to step through the Python scripts in a cell by
cell fashion. In Jupyter, this is accomplished by hitting Shift+Enter while focused on a cell. This
will execute the current cell and advance to the next cell. As you execute each cell in the
notebook, wait for the Python’s busy light to switch from busy,
to ready
.
This indication is in the upper right-hand corner of the Jupyter Notebook. If this is your first time
using Jupyter Notebooks or simply want to learn more, the Jupyter learning resources listed in
Appendix C may be helpful.

Develop the Model in Python
The following code creates a multivariable linear regression model for one transformer. We will
import the transformer data from the text file published by the PI Integrator for B A. Through a
simple cut and paste operation, we will place the model’s equation into AF Analytics and
leverage the AF Analysis Service to test the model. Test results will be exported from AF
Analytics and evaluated using Power BI.

Tip

To run the code with your PI Asset View, you’ll want to replace “Pole
Transformer Loads” with “My Pole Transformer Loads” in the first cell
of this Jupyter Notebook

a. From Jupyter, open the Python script, Load Prediction - Example 1.
b. Edit the file_path assignment statement in the first cell to be ‘My Pole Transformer
Loads.txt'
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c. Import transformer data from the text file, “My Pole Transformer Loads.txt” published by
the PI Integrator for Business Analytics. Select the first cell and type Shift+Enter. It
may take a few seconds for the file to be loaded.

The column headers returned should match the ones configured in the PI Asset
View. The columns “Id”, “PIIntTSTicks” and “PIIntShapeID” have been added by the
PI Integrator for BA and are for internal use.
d. Rename columns with shorter names. Create a smaller dataframe, modellingData,
containing only the values need for predicting transformer loads. Select the next cell
and type Shift+Enter.

The new dataframe, modellingData, contains only data needed for building the
predictive model.
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e. Examine the last five rows of the dataframe using the tails() method. Select this cell and
hit Shift+Enter.

f.

Gain a simple statistical perspective of the values in our dataframe. Select this cell and
hit Shift+Enter.

g. Generate a correlation matrix of the variables. This will provide statistics on all sixty
transformers as a group. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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h. Generate a correlation chart of the variables. This will provide statistics on all sixty
transformers as a group. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.

i.

Change the index of modellingData from the “id” column to the “Transformer” column.
Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.

With rows indexed by transformer name, we will be able to build a regression models for
one transformer.
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j.

Based on the Power BI report, we know each transformer’s load profile is unique. Let’s
focus on just one, PT_XYZ0358. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.

k. Generate a correlation chart for PT_XYZ_0358. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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l.

Generate linear regression model coefficients for PT_XYZ0358 and print the equation.
Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter. Keep the browser open, we will be coming back to
get this equation.

Test Model - AF Analytics Results Preview
Our first Python script has produced a modelling equation for predicting the load on transformer,
PT_XYZ0358. We can use AF Analytics to test the results without using PI tags.
a. Open PI System Explorer from the Windows taskbar,

.

b. In the upper left-hand corner select Search, Element Search to open the Element
Search dialog. Fill-in the search criteria matching that shown below, Name: *358*
Template: Secondary Transformer. Click Ok.
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c. Under Element Search Results in the AF hierarchy, select element PT_XYZ0358.
Select the Analysis tab and add a new analysis.

✔

Best
Practice

Alternatively, we could have navigated the AF Hierarchy to get to this
element but for larger AF structures searching is much easier.

d. Select “Analysis 1” and change the name to “Test Prediction”.

e. Return to the Python script in Jupyter Notebook and select the load prediction equation
for transformer PT_XYZ0358 Copy it into the clipboard.

f.

Go back to PI System Explorer and Paste the equation into the “Test Prediction”
analysis.
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We have designed the Python print statement to align with the
attribute names we have configured int AF, as indicated by green text.

Tip

g. Change the variable name from Variable 1 to Prediction. Click Add a new variable to
add another one.

h. Change the new Variable1 to Actual and type in the transformer load attribute
‘Wh Delivered Load’. Once you type the first single quote, AF Analytics should provide
a selection list.

i.

Right-click on the “Test Prediction” analysis and click Preview Results.
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j.

In the preview dialog, set the Start Time to 6/15/17 and the End Time to 8/31/17. Click
Generate Results.

k. Once you see a completed trend of data, the PI Analysis Service has finished. Click
Export Results and save the .csv file to the Exploring AF for Advanced Analytics
desktop folder.
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Evaluate Model – Power BI
Reopen the Power BI report, “Example 1 Data Analysis”. The “Test Prediction_15-Jun-17-0000-00_31-Aug-17-00-00-00.csv” file has been imported into this report. Click the bottom tab
PT_XYZ0358 Model, to see some example analysis of the model test. Looks like there may be
room for improvement, but this will be good enough for this lab’s curriculum.
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Exercise 2 - Develop Predictive Models for
Multiple Transformers
Learning Objectives
•
•
•

Create a view using PI SQL Client to extract transformer load and weather data directly
from the PI System.
Develop load prediction model for multiple transformers using Python, in
Jupyter Notebooks.
Test and assess this model using AF analytics by backfilling the prediction into PI.

Create a PI View – PI SQL Client
a. Open PI SQL Commander Lite from the Windows taskbar,

.

b. Under the PI SQL Client branch of the Object Explorer hierarchy, select the
PISRV01\Distribution Network catalog and click Connect. Once the Data Link
Properties dialog appears, click Ok.
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c. Expand the Object Explorer hierarchy through the Master \ Element \ Table ValuedFunctions path.
Right-click on the Single Phase Transformer_GetSampleValues function and select
Execute Predefined Query… The query’s results will be returned to the grid.
This function was created based on the Single Phase Transformer template defined in
the Distribution Network AF model. Next, we will create our own view to access the data
needed for our Python modelling.

d. Make a new Table-Valued Function by right-clicking on the Element folder and selecting
Create Template-specific Data Model… This will open the dialog shown below. Select
the Single Phase Transformer template and click Next.
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e. Next, click Add GetSampledValues in the Data Model dialog.

f.

At the top of the Column Definition dialog, uncheck Units of Measure and Error.
Change the Table-valued function name from the default, which has already been
created, to “My Single Phase Transformer_GetSampledValues”. Drag and drop the
attributes shown below to specify the columns we need for analysis. Click OK.
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g. Returning to the Data Model dialog, with the new function configured, click Next.

h. The CREATE FUNCTION has been configured for you. Click Execute to create the
function.

i.

A green Status check means the function is configured. Click Done.
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j.

Return to the Table-Valued Functions folder in the Object Explorer and find your
new function, My Single Phase Transformer_GetSampledValues. Right-click on it
and select Execute Predefined Query… The following query should appear about
the query viewer.

k. The default function is limited to 100 rows and its time range is set to yesterday at onehour intervals. We will modify this query and save it as a view, so we can get all the
data needed for our statistical model. To start, copy this entire query into the clipboard.
Select the Views folder under Element. Right-click on Views, select Scripts, then
CREATE VIEW, then click New Query Editor Window. The following query will
appear. Replace <view definition> with the query saved in the clipboard.

l.

The following query should now appear in the query window.

m. Modify this query by;
a. Replacing, within the brackets, “<view name>” with “My Pole
Transformer Loads”.
b. Deleting “TOP 100” from the second SELECT statement.
c. Change the Start Time from ‘y’ to ‘15-jun-2017'.
d. Change the End Time from ‘t’ to '31-aug-2017'.
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n. When finished with the edits, the query should look like the one below.

o. Either right-click on the query and select Execute or click on the Execute button on the
top menu bar to run this query and to create the view. You should see the following
message in the Results grid and a green light in the bottom message bar of PI SQL
Commander Lite.

p. Return to the Views folder in the Object Explorer hierarchy. You may need to right-click
on the view folder and Refresh it to see your new view. Right-click on the view, My
Pole Transformer Loads, and Execute Predefined Query… The query will return the
first 100 rows of the view.

q. Edit the query by deleting the “TOP 100” specification in the SELECT statement.
Either right-click on the query and select Execute or click on the Execute button on
the top menu bar to rerun the query. This time you should get all 110,940 rows.
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Develop the Model in Python
The following code creates a multivariable linear regression model for all 60 transformers. We
will use the “adodbapi” package for Python to connect directly to PI through the view previously
created using the PI SQL Client. The code will publish coefficients for each modelling equation
to a table in MS SQL. This table will be reference by AF allowing us to easily reproduce these
models through the Single Phase Transformer template.

Tip

To run the code with your PI SQL View, you’ll want to replace “Pole
Transformer Loads” with “My Pole Transformer Loads” in the first cell
of this Jupyter Notebook

a. Open Jupyter Notebooks from the windows Taskbar,
“Load Prediction - Example 2 (PI SQL Client)”.

. Open the Python script,

b. In the first cell, change the select statement to 'SELECT * FROM [My Pole Transformer
Loads]'). This will cause Python to access your PI SQL Client view and create the
dataframe, poleTransformerLoads. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter. Wait until you
see the table preview before moving to the next cell.
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c. Rename columns with shorter names. Create a smaller dataframe, modellingData,
containing only the values need for predicting transformer loads. Select this cell and hit
Shift+Enter.
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d. Change the index of modellingData to be the transformer name. Select this cell and hit
Shift+Enter.

e. Leverage the connection to PI SQL Client and Pole Transformer Loads view to get the
list of transformer names. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.

f.

Generate linear regression model coefficients for each of the 60 transformers and
write them to SQL. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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Test Model - AF Analytics Backfill
a. Open PI System Explorer and go to the Library view. Expand the Tables branch and
click on the Predictive Equations table. Select the Table tab to view the model
coefficients generated by the Python script. Although the script wrote the coefficients to
a MS SQL table, we have imported them into the AF model for use in AF Analytics.

b. Return to the Elements view in PI System Explorer. Select any Single Phase
Transformer element, PT_XYZ… Select the element’s Attributes tab. Find the
attributes under the “Ex. 2 Load Prediction”. Select the Coefficient_1 attribute and
note the used of the Table Lookup Data Reference to make each transformer’s
coefficients available within the element.
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c. Select the element’s Analyses tab. Select the Ex. 2 – Predict Load. Here the linear
model developed in Python has been expressed in terms of AF Attributes. This
expression was configured as part of the template used for all Pole (Single Phase)
Transformers.

d. Next, we will use the backfilling feature of AF Analytics to populate he result of the
predictive model into PI points configured for all 60 transformers.

Go to the Management view in PI System Explorer (icon in lower left-hand corner).
Select Example 2 Prediction under Analysis Searches. This allows us to manage just
the AF Analytic configured for Example 2 of the lab.
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e. Check the Status box at the top of this column to select all transformers and click
Enable to start this group of 60 analytics.

f.

Set the Backfill Start and End times to 6/15/17 and 8/31/17, respectively. Check
Permanently delete existing data and recalculate. The click Queue button to start
the Backfill operation.
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g. Once all 60 analyses have been backfilled, click Disable to stop them. We are only
testing our new model over a controlled time range. It’s not ready for general use yet.
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Evaluate Model – PI Vision Collection
PI Vision provides a powerful feature called a “Collection” which makes it easy to group
visualization objects and apply them to a set of AF Elements derived from the same AF
Template. In this step, we will be creating a PI vision collection to show the backfilled results for
all 60 transformers in our network.

a. Open PI Vision using the “Ex. 2 Build Display” shortcut on the desktop. This will open a
new display.

b. In the Asset pane on the left, select the Distribution Network AF model and navigate
the model’s hierarchy by selecting the arrow icon, Drilldown the tree using the
following path, Distribution Network \ Alajuela \ Avenida Central \ Transformer 1 \
Colegio Cientifico \ X Phase.
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c. Select the transformer element PT_XYZ_0343. From the attributes list below, select and
drag the Wh Delivered Load attribute on to the display canvas. This will add a trend of
the transformer loading on the display. You won’t see data until we reset the display time
range to match our dataset, 6/15/17 to 8/31/17.
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d. Edit the start and end times at the bottom of the PI Vision display to be 6/15/17 and
8/31/17.

e. Scroll down the attributes list and find the attribute Model Predicted Load. Select and
drag this attribute onto the display canvas and drop it on the trend object. You should
see both traces on the trend.
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f.

At the top of the Asset pane, change the default display object type from a Trend to a
Value.

g. Scroll up the attributes list and find the attribute Asset ID. Select and drag this attribute
onto the display canvas above the trend. The transformer’s asset name should appear
along with the attribute name and timestamp. (You may need to rearrange the trend and
value objects to get them to look like the display below.)

h. Select he value object, right-click on it and choose Format Value.

i.

In the Format Value pane at right, expand the Visibility section and uncheck the
Label, Units and Timestamp items. In the Style section, change the Font Size to 18
and the Value color to yellow.
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j.

Select he value object, right-click on it and choose Format Trend.

k. In the Format Trend pane at right, in the Trace Options section, move the Model
Predicted Load attribute up to the first trace in the trend.
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l.

Holding the Ctrl key, multiselect the Value and Trend objects. Right-click and choose
Convert to Collection.

m. Once the display updates, click on the PI Vision display mode icon in the upper
right-hand corner of the bowser to switch to the Monitor Operations mode.

n. Using the display scrollbar, you will be able to see backfilled results and actual values for
each transformer. These will be grouped by the phase, or parent, level of the
Distribution Network model’s hierarchy. Using the Asset dropdown list at the top of the
display, select a different phase to different to get a different group.
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o. Adjustments can be made to make the display easier to use. Here are some
suggestions;
1. Close the Asset pane by clicking on its icon. This will give you more display
space.

2. Change the display back to Modify Display mode, select the Collection and
stretch it out to show more assets.

3. Right-click on the collection and choose Modify Collection. This will return you
to the original group containing the original Value and Trend objects. Here you
can resize them and change their formatting.

Click the Exit Modify Mode icon in the upper right-hand corner of the object

boundary to return to the full display.
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Example 3 - Operationalize Forecast Models
for Multiple Transformers
Learning Objectives
•
•
•
•

Modify the predictive equation to calculate forecasted values for transformer loads
Employ Advanced scheduling feature of AF Analytics and PI Future data tags.
Operationalize forecasting model (assume today is 8/31/17)
Asses the forecast for all 60 transformers in PI Vision Collection

Create a Forecast from the Predictive Model
a. Go to the Library view in PI System Explorer (lower left-hand corner). Select the
Single Phase Transformer template. Click the Analysis Templates tab. Choose the
“Ex. 3 Forecast Load” analytic.

b. Take a closer look at the analytic equation below. First, we have added a conditional
check to ensure all forecast-based measurements are good. This reduces the chance of
posting an errant forecast value which can erode user confidence.
Secondly, we have shifted the time references forward one hour. This change requires
the terms of the modelling equation to be based on the PI Point attribute, Wh Delivered
Load using the TagVal() function in AF Analytics.
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c. By default, AF Analytics posts results at the current time. This analytic is scheduled to
run hourly, however, as a forecast, we need to be able to post the results, one hour into
the future. Click on Advanced to access the dialog to change the result posting rime.

d. We have specified that the output of this analytics be posted in a future data tag
one hour past the time of its calculation.
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e. We are now ready to test the forecasting analyses. Go to the Management view in PI
System Explorer (icon in lower left-hand corner). Select Ex. 3 Load Forecast under
Analysis Searches. Click the checkbox at the top next to Status to select all 60
forecasting analytics. Start them by clicking Enable.

f.

Once you get green icons indicating all the analytics have been started, Backfill, or in
this case “Forewardfill”, the analysis from 8/31/17 to 9/10/17. (Remember, today is
8/31/17 and we have weather forecast data through the end of September 2017.)
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g. Once the backfill is complete, Disable the analyses. Return to the desktop and open PI
Vision using the desktop shortcut named “Ex. 3 Forecast Evaluation”.

h. The dashed yellow lines have been drawn over the trends to show “today”, 8/31/17. The
forecasted values we have just generated are shown to the right of this line as future
data. Let’s see how the Model Forecast Loads are affected by the cooler ambient
temperatures forecasted for September.
Right-click on any trend in the PI Vision Collection and select Modify Collection.
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i.

Expand the “Assets” pane by clicking
in the upper left-hand corner of the PI
Vision portal. In the Search dialog type the name of base element used to configure the
PI Vision collection, PT_XYZ0343. Scroll down the Attributes list and find Ambient
Temperature.

j.

Select and drag the Ambient Temperature attribute onto the trend object in the
collection. This will add the temperature forecast data, both historical and future, to the
trend.
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k. Return PI Vision to “Motoring Operations” mode by clicking
hand corner of the PI Vision portal.

l.

in the upper fight-

Collapse the “Assets” pane to give you a better look. You can double-click on any
individual trend for a more detailed examination of how things look.
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Appendix A - Python Access to PI using PI
OLEDB Enterprise
Create a PI View – PI OLEDB Enterprise
PI Data can be imported directly into Python through a view configured in PI OLEDB
Enterprise. Views are configured in PI SQL Commander Lite. Here are the steps to create a
view containing the data used in the lab example.
a. Open PI SQL Commander Lite from the Windows taskbar,
.
b. Under the PI OLEDB Enterprise branch of the Object Explorer hierarchy, select the
PISRV01, right-click and Connect. Click Ok.

c. Expand the Distribution Network catalog in Object Explorer hierarchy. Expand the
Data T folder. Then right-click on the Data T folder and slide through the menu to select
Dynamic Transpose Function (Asset).
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d. In the Transpose Function Wizard dialog choose Transpose Interpolate Range. Click
Next.

e. Choose Single Phase Transformer. Click Next.
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f.

Change the function name to “My TransposeInterpolateRange_Single
Phase Transformer”. Click Next.

g. Click Next.

h. Click Next.
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i.

Click Execute.

j.

Click Done.

k. Expand the Table-Valued Functions folder to see you newly created function. Rightclick on My TransposeInterpolateRange_Single Phase Transformer and Execute
Predefined Query…
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l.

Select the entire predefined query shown in the query viewer and copy it into the
clipboard.

m. Under the Asset folder, find the Views folder. Right-click on Views select Create View.

n. The following query should now appear in the query window.
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o. Replace <view definition> with the query saved in the clipboard

p. Modify this query by;
a. Replacing, within the brackets, “<view name>” with “My Pole
Transformer Loads”.
b. Replace the SELECT statement by cut-and-pasting the following text:
eh.Name, tir.Time Timestamp, tir.Loading, tir.[Maximum KVA], tir.[Rated KVA],
tir.[Wh Delivered Load], tir.[Wh Delivered Load - 7d], tir.[Wh Delivered Load 14d], tir.[Ambient Temperature], tir.[Relative Humidity], tir.[Wind Speed]
c. Change the Start Time from ‘y’ to ‘15-jun-2017'.
d. Change the End Time from ‘t’ to '31-aug-2017'.
e. Change the Time Step from ‘30m’ to ‘1h.
q. When finished with the edits, the query should look like the one below.

r.

Either right-click on the query and select Execute or click on the Execute button on the
top menu bar to run this query and to create the view. You should wee the following
message in the Results grid and a green light in the bottom message bar of PI SQL
Commander Lite.
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s. Return to the Views folder in the Object Explorer hierarchy. You may need to right-click
on the view folder and Refresh it to see your new view. Right-click on the view, My
Pole Transformer Loads, and Execute Predefined Query…

t.

Edit the query by deleting the “TOP 100” specification in the SELECT statement.
Either right-click on the query and select Execute or click on the Execute button on
the top menu bar to rerun the query. This time you should get all 110,940 rows.
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Develop the Model in Python
The following code provides the same analysis as Example 2 except it accesses PI data using a
PI OLEDB view. The Python “adodbapi” package is used to manage the connection.

Tip

To run the code with your PI OLEDB View, you’ll want to replace “Pole
Transformer Loads” with “My Pole Transformer Loads” in the first cell
of this Jupyter Notebook.

a. Open Jupyter Notebooks from the windows Taskbar,
Load Prediction - Example 2 (PI OLEDB Enterprise).

. Open the Python script,

b. In the first cell, change the select statement to 'SELECT * FROM [Distribution
Network].[Asset].[My Pole Transformer Loads]'. This will cause Python to access
your PI OLEDB Client view and create the dataframe, poleTransformerLoads. Select
this cell and hit Shift+Enter. Wait until you see the table preview before moving to the
next cell.
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c. Rename columns with shorter names. Create a smaller dataframe, modellingData,
containing only the values need for predicting transformer loads. Select this cell and hit
Shift+Enter.

d. Change the index of modellingData to be the transformer name. Select this cell and hit
Shift+Enter.

e. Leverage the connection to PI OLEDB Enterprise and My Pole Transformer
Loads view to get the list of transformer names. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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f.

Generate linear regression model coefficients for each of the 60 transformers and
write them to SQL. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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Appendix B - Python Access to PI via PI Web API
Develop the Model in Python
The PI Web API is installed with the PI System. It provides programmatic access to the PI
Archive and PI AF. The following script imports the same dataset used in Example 2 using the
PI Web API.
By default, there is a constraint placed on calls made to the PI System
when using the PI Web API. Each call can return no more than 150,000
items. The type of items returned depends on the nature of the call. For
example, your maximum items could consist of elements, attributes, or
time series data values depending on how your call is defined.

Tip

This restriction can be adjusted by adding or resetting the
“MaxReturnedItemsPerCall” attribute value under the PI Web API
branch of the Configuration database on your AF Server. More
information can be found on page 3 of the PI Web API 2018
Users Guide.

a. Import Python packages for supporting PI Web API session and managing message
requests and unpacking json responses. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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b. Make a client connection to PI via the PI Web API. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.

c. PI Web API Request for “WebId” of Colegio Científico circuit (parent) element.
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Tip

For this example, we launched Jupyter Notebooks in Google Chrome.
In Chrome, hyperlinks printed from Python are active and when
clicked will open an adjacent browser window allowing you to see
messages returned from the PI Server. This is a very handy feature for
debugging your script.

d. Clicking the hyperlink in the Python output shows the response message from the PI Web
API.

e. PI Web API Request for “WebId”'s of X, Y and Z Phase (child) elements.
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f.

Define an empty dataframe named modellingData and list name allTransformers
to write the transformer data and names into. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.

g. We will step through each Phase, X, Y and Z. For each phase, we will loop through
each transformer, appending its attribute values to the dataset. Select this cell and hit
Shift+Enter.
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h. Scroll down the results window to see the phase steps and transformer loops used to
build the dtataframe. At the very bottom inspect the last five records to confirm all 110,
939 have been extracted.
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i.

Generate linear regression model coefficients for each transformer and write them to
SQL. Select this cell and hit Shift+Enter.
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Appendix C – Learning Resources
PI Resources
PI Integrator for Business Analytics (YouTube Playlist)
Exposing PI Data with the PI SQL Framework (Online Course)
Programming in PI Web API (Online Course)

Jupyter Resources
Jupyter Notebook for Beginners: A Tutorial
Jupyter Notebook Tutorial: The Definitive Guide
Jupyter Notebook Cheat Sheet
Jupyter Notebook Keyboard Shortcuts
28 Jupyter Notebook tips, tricks, and shortcuts

Machine Learning Resources
The table below contains a collection of learning resources I have experience
with Course | Topic: Abbreviated title and hyperlink of learning resource Type:
Course or Book
Language: Programming language used in the course
Platform: Course provider
→
Complexity: (1 introductory)
(5 bleeding-edge)
Curve: Learning-curve or approachability of the material (1 requires strong background
→
knowledge)
(5 easy to follow given the complexity)
Theoretical: Theoretical coverage of algorithm details (1 few details)
explanations)

Practical: (1 difficult to apply to project)
Course | Topic
Data Science
Bootcamp
The Analytics Edge
Statistical Learning
in R
Machine Learning
TensorFlow Deep
Learning
Neural Networks for
Machine Learning
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Type

→

→

(5 in-depth

(5 readily applicable to real-world scenarios)

Language Platform Complexity

Curve Theoretical

Practical

Course

Python

Udemy

2

5

2

4

Course

R

edX

3

5

4

4

Book

R

Book

3

5

5

5

Course

Matlab

Coursera

3

4

5

4

Course

Python

Udemy

3

4

2

3

Course

Python

Coursera

3

3

5

3
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Hands-On Machine
Learning
Deep Learning
Specialization
Machine Learning
for Coders
Practical Deep
Learning For Coders
Deep Learning with
Python
Deep Learning
Cutting Edge Deep
Learning For Coders
Time Series Analysis
Big Data Analytics
Using Spark

Book

Python

Book

4

5

4

5

Course

Python

Coursera

4

4

5

4

Course

Python

Fast.AI

4

4

4

4

Course

Python

Fast.AI

4

4

3

5

Book

Python

Book

4

4

4

5

Book

Python

Book

4

2

5

1

Course

Python

Fast.AI

5

4

3

5

Course

R

edX

Unknown

Course

Python

edX

Unknown

Join Kaggle! A vibrant machine learning community with over 13,000 datasets to practice on
and learn from others. Kaggle has many community-made tutorials for beginners, competitions
with rewards (such as the $1.5 million Homeland Security Passenger Screening Challenge),
and many examples of bleeding-edge machine learning algorithms.
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Save the Date!
OSIsoft PI World Users Conference in Gothenburg, Sweden. September 16-19, 2019.
Register your interest now to receive updates and notification early bird registration opening.

https://pages.osisoft.com/UC-EMEA-Q3-19-PIWorldGBGRegisterYourInterest_RegisterYourInterest-LP.html?_ga=2.20661553.86037572.1539782043591736536.1533567354
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